MAY 2019 Early Learning Calendar
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1
Cuddle up with me tonight and
sing some nursery RHYMES &
LULLABIES – quietly and
SLOWLY.

2
Play I Spy with My Little
Eye, something that is… (red,
blue, etc.).

3
Let’s go to the park! Show me
how to take turns by counting
how long a turn will take
(count out 10 swings, then it’s
my sister’s turn, or YOUR
turn).

4
Let’s bake together! Let me
measure, pour, & stir.

5
Let’s build a fort with
blankets chairs & furniture!

6
Sing: “It’s raining, it’s
pouring, the old man is
snoring. He went to bed and
bumped his head and
couldn’t get up in the
________.”

7
Cut out pictures from flyers
of 5 foods you’ll be shopping
for. Place them in envelope &
take them to the
supermarket. Let me pull out
the pictures & tell you what
we need.

8
Let’s dress up! Big hats,
necklaces, scarves, a purse, a
wallet, a vest. I need a LOT
of practice learning how to
button, zip, tie, and do things
by myself!

9
Let’s play: My name is Molly;
My friend’s name is Mitch, &
we eat muffins. Everything
has to start with the same
sound!

10
Let’s see how many actions I
can copy! Clap your hands.
Then I copy. Then clap & add
a new action (like touching
your nose), then I have to
copy that. Then do 3 actions.
How many actions can I copy?

11
Help me make a Mother’s
Day Card!

12

13
Write down what I say (my
stories or comments) on
paper or on the computer
and read it back to me.
This is like magic for me!

14
Strive for 5 turns in a
conversation with me about
the same topic!

15
Let’s make a weather chart.
Let me draw a sun, cloud, or
raindrop each
day.

16
Cut out (or draw) pictures of
animals from a magazine &
place in a bag. Play 20
questions: Does it fly? Is it
brown?

17
Let’s DANCE and play the
FREEZE game. When the
music stops, everyone has to
freeze (encourage me to
stand on
one foot,
be on tip
toe, or to
bend down low, etc.)

18
Let’s go to some yard sales
and look for books today!

19
Let’s make a coffee tin and
juice lid toy!

20
VICTORIA DAY! Let’s
keep the screens off today
- No TV, computer, iPad/tablet, phone

21
Let me help
sort & put
away laundry.
Teach me new
words! Warm,
cozy, sort,
static, heavy,
in/out, on/off, between.

22
Let’s make a Ring Toss! Cut
out rings from plastic
container lids. Put a stick in
the ground and toss! You
could also toss the rings into
a basket.

23
Learn a new Nursery Rhyme!
Look in a book or online.

24
Let’s do some skipping today!

25
Let’s go
for a
walk in
nature.
Teach
me some
new
words!

26

27
Let’s see if I can use small
tongs or tweezers to pick
up cotton balls, or big
macaroni, & put them into
cups. Once I can do this,
make it more exciting by
having a race

28
Sing the alphabet song today!

29
Make up a little office with
notebooks, a toy phone,
computer, keyboard, pencils,
pens, a ruler, calculator &
calendar. Add envelopes &
stickers.
Pretend with
me!

30
Use chalk to make
HOPSCOTCH. Put letters
inside squares. Say the
SOUNDS as you jump.

31

Play outside
with soap &
water! Pots,
pans,
spoons,
measuring
cups, FUN!

Simcoe County EarlyON Centres: https://www.ontario.ca/page/find-earlyon-child-and-family-centre

